Happy Holidays to our southern friends,
The supporting cast that makes the North Pole workshop hum efficiently may be superficially overshadowed by
the lead actors, namely Santa and Ms. Claus. No surprise there however my elven brothers and sisters feel fully
appreciated. Yup, Santa makes the headlines, we are the doers meeting the strictest of deadlines, no excuses
made, to keep them in the public’s good graces year in and year out.
Loonnnggg Arctic winter nights can and do drive
North Pole residents like the elves a mite stir
crazy. Yes, the Aurora Borealis is a spectacular
occasional accent to evenings. Yes, we remain
starry-eyed supporters of Santa and his mission
to bring a holiday twinkle to the eyes of the
young ‘uns. Yet … even solid elven citizens begin
to resort to off-duty pastimes like binge-watching
the dystopian and ethically questionable stuff
dished out by media monoliths, hmmm let’s say
The Walking Dead or Breaking Bad. Be careful
what you try to cram into fertile minds.
Sooo … we really look forward to our time offseason to recalibrate. Absolute normality reigns
among those heading to their summer homes
further south like Fritz.
Older daughter Ivy is the down-to-earthy one. The younger daughter has predictably grown into that phase of
absolutely loving unicorns so how, as a good dad, could Fritz refuse his precious Jewel her holiday request for
one? No denying the little critter is on the spunky cute side. Fritz’s polar duties include reindeer care;
consequently his thought was to impart a sense of responsibility to Jewel by requiring she take care of Bucky,
from soup to nuts. We shall see how that process goes, … or if for Jewel this proves a soon to pass infatuation.
The rest of the elf crew unwinds in myriad ways. You might be tripped
up by a popular notion, perhaps a product of our diminutive statures,
or maybe our headwear, that we are all meek, risk-averse guys and
gals. Demonstrably false! To be honest, many of us are thoroughly
envious of Santa’s totally bodacious Christmas Eve joy ride around the
world. With nary a scintilla of doubt, a goodly portion of the crew likes
to let ‘er rip, as in rip cord. That’s about as close as we’ll ever get to
holding the reins ourselves, the wind in our face.
Others in our elven brotherhood resort to the unconventional as
pressure release valves for inescapable workplace chaos. Max, for
example, is an elf toy team leader in Santa’s workshop. Intensely
diligent and laser-focused in the unrelenting production drive through
to the year-end Holidays, Max is all about satisfying the countless wish
lists of kiddies worldwide.
We all have our, ah, idiosyncrasies and Max, the mercurial spirit he is,
can take a walk on the wild side. His smoking caldera of workplace
passion, so admirable in shop, can morph outside the shop into offkilter antics, … and not without reason. Sshhh, don’t tell anyone about
this but Max is bi-polar. His act requires balancing broad work
responsibilities at both the North and South Poles. That pollyanna-ish perspective on a mammoth work juggle was
destined to be a formula for mental overload.
Oh, Scooter…the boy remains mired in
a traditional polar dress code mindset.
Let loose and relax my friend!

No surprise the magnetic north on his moral compass eventually started
to spin wildly out of control. A simple routine of clearing pathways
around the North Pole campus with a snowblower evolved into personal
raids tormenting and terrorizing locals with gleeful malice. He saw them
as seasonal expendables. No Max, NOT neighbor-friendly!
The Big Guy necessarily had a candid sit down with Max and was
heartened to see him in short order reorient his attitudes. Responding
to a latent inner drumbeat, Max decided to productively reroute his
energies into a longstanding love of his -- the art and science of Craft
Brewing!
What defines a winning craft brew … unique character, correct? An
artisanal brew ideally radiates uber-coolness with the impact of a
Fukushima meltdown. Penguin Pete, Max’s experienced brewmaster
keeps an ever-sharp eye focused on production nuances in making top
notch brewski. Now and then, if you don’t keep Pete on a short leash he
will instinctively leap over the edge … literally … into the suds for a
blissful swim. Taste quality does markedly suffer in that batch.
Not much time passes before a high profile beer aficionado with gravitas
weighs in publically with his impressions of one of Max’s concoctions.

Santa Claus is not pleased. A lump
of coal for his stocking!

“This Yule log barrel-aged classic pours dark amber
with vivid mahogany highlights, sporting a creamy
white head and strong lacing. It’s mouthfeel proves
velvety and buttery.”
“The noble complex aroma opens with chestnuts
roasting on an open fire, transitioning to dark fruits;
as sweet cherry and visions of sugar-plums danced in
our head, rounding out further to delicate allspice
oatmeal, and then finishing with lingering toasty
notes of Ms. Claus’ biscuits and chewy chocolateychip goodness.”
Well then, that covers it all! Max and Pete are
thoroughly pleased with this review.
Speaking of character, Max’s choice of a label for his standout craft brew
captures a certain renegade vibe like the guy himself in my estimation.
Santa appreciates delicious brewskis and is known to quaff more than a
few so he might as well push some of the business in the direction of his
extended family. Who knows, if Santa believes it does not sully his
pristine image and turn him into a shameless shill, the Big Guy might
even provide an endorsement for Max’s prize baby.
We have stolen your Holiday season attention long enough so get back
to relaxing and enjoying your time with friends and family.

Have a Great New Year!

